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Output Feedback Control for Irregular LQ Problem
Juanjuan Xu, Huanshui Zhang
Abstract—In this paper, we study the irregular output feedback
linear quadratic (LQ) control problem, which is a continuous
work of previous works for irregular LQ control [33] where the
state is assumed to be exactly known priori. Different from the
classic output feedback LQ control problem, the cost function
must be modified to guarantee the solvability. In the framework
of the modified cost function, it is shown that the separation
principle holds and the explicitly optimal controller is given in the
feedback form of the Kalman filtering. In particular, the feedback
gain is calculated by two Riccati equations independently of the
Kalman filtering. The key technique is the “two-layer optimiza-
tion” approach. We also emphasize that the optimal controller
at the terminal time is required to be deterministic.
Index Terms—Output feedback control; Riccati equation; Sep-
aration principle;Irregular.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control problem is one of the
most fundamental problems [30]. It was first studied by R.
Bellman in 1958 and solved in a linear state feedback control
form by R. E. Kalman in 1960’s. Since then, extensive research
has been paid to LQ control problem [1], [18], [19]. Initially,
the controller’s weight matrix is assumed to be positive-
definite. The unique solution is thus explicitly given in terms of
a standard Riccati equation [15]. However, through continuous
research on engineering systems, economic models and natural
resource production, it is found that the assumption of positive-
definite weight matrix is too strict. In fact, the case of singular
weight matrix is widespread in which the LQ problem is
termed as singular control [3]. A typical example occurs in
aerospace applications whose aim is to control rockets to
minimize the propellant expenditure.
In view of its broad applications, singular control problem
has also been widely studied. For instance, [12] studied the
case of zero weighting matrix of the control in the cost
function. It is obtained that the problem is solvable for some
specific initial values and an impulse control must be applied
to guarantee the solvability for arbitrary initial values. For the
general singular case, some sufficient conditions have been
given by using the transformation approach [10], [20], [26].
In [6], [11], [13], [17], [34], singular control problems were
studied by exploring the higher order maximum principle.
Noting that this approach fails when the higher derivatives
vanish [11]. By adding a perturbation in the singular weighting
matrix, the problem was solved by applying the standard
LQ control [7]. With the perturbation approach, [25] derived
the open-loop solution of irregular LQ problem by applying
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a minimize convergence sequence and gave the closed-loop
controller under the regularity of the Riccati equation. Though
the problem has been widely studied from 1950’s, some
fundamental problems remain to be solved. Until recently, [33]
obtained the complete solution for the irregular LQ control
with a new approach of “two-layer optimization”. It has been
shown that the essential difficulty to solve the singular control
problem lies in the irregularity. Moreover, the irregular LQ
control is totally different from the regular one due to that the
irregular controller must guarantee the terminal state constraint
of P1(T )x(T ) = 0.
In the above mentioned work, there is a presupposition
that the state information is perfectly available to designing
the controller. However, in practical applications, the state
information is usually affected by stochastic noises when
transforming to the controller. This motivates us to further
study the irregular output feedback control problem.
It should be pointed out that the iregular LQ problem
becomes much more involved when the system is affected by
additive noises. In order to illustrate this point more clearly,
we present the following example for LQG.
Consider the system
dx(t) = u(t)dt+ dw(t), x(0) = x0, (1)
where w(t) is a scalar standard Brownian motion. The LQG
problem is to seek u(t) minimizing the following cost func-
tion:
J1 = E[x
2(T )]. (2)
The related LQ problem of the above LQG is as
min
u
x2(T ) s.t. x˙(t) = u(t). (3)
By [33], it is easy to know that LQ problem (3) is irregular,
and the open-loop optimal control is as u(t) = −x0
T
and the
closed-loop optimal solution is u(t) = x(t)
t−T
, the optimal cost
is 0.
However, it is easy to verify that the LQG problem is un-
solvable with the cost function (2). In fact, with the aid of the
stochastic maximum principle, the optimal solution satisfies
the following forward and backward stochastic differential
equations (FBDEs):
dx(t) = u(t)dt+ dw(t), x(0) = x0,
dp(t) = q(t)dw(t), p(T ) = x(T ),
0 = p(t).
Thus, it must hold almost surely from p(t) = 0 that
x(T ) = 0. (4)
2However, by solving the stochastic differential equation
dx(t) = u(t)dt+ dw(t), we have
x(T ) = x0 +
∫ T
0
u(s)ds+
∫ T
0
dw(s).
Let u(t) be open-loop, it gives that
E‖x(T )‖2 = E‖x0 +
∫ T
0
u(s)ds‖2 + E‖
∫ T
0
dw(s)‖2
= E‖x0 +
∫ T
0
u(s)ds‖2 + T
≥ T. (5)
This contradicts the solvability condition (4). Thus, the LQG
problem is unsolvable.
To guarantee the solvability of the stochastic control prob-
lem, we modify the cost function as
J2 = [Ex(T )]
2,
Then the modified LQG problem is
min
u
J2 s.t. dx(t) = u(t)dt+ dw(t).
The open-loop and closed-loop optimal controllers are u(t) =
−x0
T
and u(t) = x(t)
t−T
respectively, and the corresponding
optimal cost is 0. This is consistent with the deterministic
case.
Based on the discussions of the above example, it is seen
that the irregular control problem with additive noises becomes
much more complex. In this paper, we will study the output
feedback control for the irregular LQ problem. The optimal
controller is given by considering a modified cost function
as in the above. In the frame of the new cost function, it
is shown that the separation principle holds. To be specific,
the optimal control is in the feedback form of the Kalman
filtering. By applying the “two-layer optimization” approach
proposed in [33], the feedback gain of the optimal controller
is calculated by two Riccati equations independently of the
Kalman filtering. It is noted that the optimal controller at the
terminal time is required to be deterministic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the studied problem and some preliminaries. The
results for irregular LQ control problem are given in Section
III. Some concluding remarks are given in the last section.
The following notations will be used throughout this paper:
Rn denotes the family of n dimensional vectors. x′ means
the transpose of x. A symmetric matrix M > 0 (≥ 0) means
strictly positive–definite (positive semi-definite). Range(M)
represents the range of the matrix M. M † means the Moore-
Penrose inverse of the matrix M .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we mainly consider the system governed by
the following Itoˆ stochastic differential equation:
dx(t) = [A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t)]dt+D(t)dw(t), (6)
where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is the control
input, w(t) ∈ Rn is a standard Brownian motion. The
matrices A(t), B(t), D(t) are deterministic and time-varying
with compatible dimensions. The initial value is given by
x(t0) = x0 where x0 is a random variable with mean xˆ0
and is independent with w(t).
The output of the system (6) is described by
dy(t) = C(t)x(t)dt +G(t)dv(t), y(t0) = 0, (7)
where y(t) ∈ Rs is channel output, v(t) ∈ Rs is a standard
Brownian motion which is independent with w(t) and x0. The
matrices C(t) and G(t) are deterministic and time-varying
with compatible dimensions.
As has been discussed in Section I, in order to ensure
the solvability of the optimization problem, we define the
following cost function:
J(t0, x0;u) = E
∫ T
t0
(
x′(t)Q(t)x(t) + u′(t)R(t)u(t)
)
dt
+[Ex′(T )]H [Ex(T )], (8)
where Q(t), R(t), H are positive semi-definite matrices with
compatible dimensions. The main difference of the cost func-
tion (8) from that in the classic output feedback control
problem lies in that the terminal term is as [Ex′(T )]H [Ex(T )]
rather than E[x′(T )Hx(T )].
Since only partial information of the state is available to
the control design, that is, u(t) depends only on the y(s) for
0 ≤ s ≤ t, to express this non-anticipative dependence, we
introduce the set
Yt = σ{y(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ t}.
The optimization problem studied in the paper is stated in
details as follows.
Problem (Output Feedback LQ): For any given initial pair
(t0, x0), find a u
∗(t) which is Yt-adapted such that
J∗(t0, x0;u
∗) = min
u(t)∈Yt
J(t0, x0;u)
subject to system (6) and (7) where J(t0, x0;u) is defined by
(8).
Since the control u(t) is constrained to be Yt-adapted due
to the fact that x(t) is partially known in the form of (7), it
is necessary to calculate
xˆ(t) = E[x(t)|Yt]. (9)
To this end, we first state the dynamic of the optimal
estimation (9). By using the standard knowledge of Kalman
filtering [2], we have
dxˆ(t) =
(
A(t)xˆ(t) +B(t)u(t)
)
dt+ L(t)dν(t), (10)
where dν(t) = dy(t) − C(t)xˆ(t)dt is the innovation process
and the matrix L(t) is defined by
L(t) = Pˆ (t)C′(t)
(
G(t)G′(t)
)−1
, (11)
while Pˆ (t) satisfies the Riccati equation:
˙ˆ
P (t) = A(t)Pˆ (t) + Pˆ (t)A′(t) +D(t)D′(t)
−Pˆ (t)C′(t)
(
G(t)G′(t)
)−1
C(t)Pˆ (t),
3with the initial value Pˆ (t0) = E[(x0 − xˆ0)(x0 − xˆ0)
′].
By applying some calculations to the innovation process, it
holds that
dν(t) = C(t)
(
x(t) − xˆ(t)
)
dt+G(t)dv(t).
Denote x˜(t) = x(t)− xˆ(t), it follows from (6) and (10) that
dx˜(t) = A(t)x˜(t)dt+D(t)dw(t)
−L(t)dν(t). (12)
Next, we aim to reformulate the cost function (8) in terms of
xˆ(t) and x˜(t) and present an equivalent optimization problem
to Problem (Output Feedback LQ).
Since x(t) = xˆ(t) + x˜(t) and E[xˆ′(t)x˜(t)] = 0, the cost
function (8) is easily rewritten as
J(t0, x0;u)
= E
∫ T
t0
[xˆ′(t)Q(t)xˆ(t) + u′(t)R(t)u(t)]dt
+E[xˆ(T )]′HE[xˆ(T )] + E
∫ T
t0
x˜′(t)Q(t)x˜(t)dt. (13)
Denote
Jˆ(t0, x0;u) = E
∫ T
t0
[xˆ′(t)Q(t)xˆ(t) + u′(t)R(t)u(t)]dt
+E[xˆ′(T )]HE[xˆ(T )]. (14)
Note that the last term of (13) of E
∫ T
t0
x˜′(t)Q(t)x˜(t)dt is not
related with the control u. Then, Problem (Output Feedback
LQ) is reduced to the following Problem (LQG).
Problem (LQG ): For any given initial pair (t0, x0), find a
Yt-adapted u
∗(t) which is such that
Jˆ∗(t0, x0;u
∗) = min
u(t)∈Yt
Jˆ(t0, x0;u)
subject to system (10).
Theorem 1. The optimal solution of Problem (LQG) is the
optimal solution of Problem (Output Feedback LQ).
Proof. From (12), it is seen that the estimation error x˜(t)
is independent with the control u(t). Combining with (13),
the optimal solution of Problem (Output Feedback LQ) is
equivalently to minimize (14). The proof is now completed.

Based on Theorem 1, the aim in the sequel is to solve
Problem (LQG) to derive the optimal solution.
III. PRELIMINARIES ON IRREGULAR OPTIMAL CONTROL
OF DETERMINISTIC SYSTEM
Before solving Problem (LQG), we first present some
preliminary results of the deterministic irregular LQ problem
which have been obtained in [31]. The deterministic system
is as
x˙(t) = A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t), x(t0) = x0, (15)
and the cost function is given by
Jd(t0, x0;u) =
∫ T
t0
[x′(t)Q(t)x(t) + u′(t)R(t)u(t)]dt
+x′(T )Hx(T ), (16)
where the matrices are the same as those in (6) and (8).
Let P (t) be the solution to the following Riccati equation:
0 = P˙ (t) +A′(t)P (t) + P (t)A(t) +Q
−P (t)B(t)R†(t)B′(t)P (t), (17)
where the terminal condition is given by P (T ) = H and R†(t)
represents the Moore-Penrose inverse of R(t). As has been
pointed in [33], there exist two cases with respect to P (t):
Range[B′(t)P (t)] ⊆ Range[R(t)], (18)
and
Range[B′(t)P (t)] 6⊆ Range[R(t)]. (19)
In the case of (18), the optimal controller can be directly
obtained from the equilibrium condition, which is a classic
LQ optimal control problem. In fact, the optimal controller
satisfies
0 = R(t)u(t) +B′(t)p(t), (20)
where p(t) satisfies
p˙(t) = −[A′(t)p(t) +Q(t)x(t)], (21)
with p(T ) = Hx(T ). With (18), we can reformulate (20) as
0 = R(t)u(t) +B′(t)P (t)x(t). (22)
Thus, the linear equation (22) is solvable for any x(t) ∈ Rn,
which implies the solvability of the optimization problem.
While, in the case of (19), the linear equation (22) is
unsolvable, that is, the control can not be solved from the
standard Maximum Principle. Nonetheless, the optimization
problem may be still solvable [31]. The optimization problem
in the case of (19) is named as irregular LQ control [33].
In this paper, we focus on the output feedback control in the
irregular case (19). Following [31], the following denotations
are firstly introduced for convenience of future use. Let
rank[R(t)] = m0 < m, thus rank(I −R
†R) = m−m0 > 0.
There is an elementary row transformation matrix T0(t) such
that
T0(t)[I −R
†(t)R(t)] =
[
0
ΥT0(t)
]
, (23)
where ΥT0(t) ∈ R
[m−m0]×m is full row rank. Furthermore
denote
A0(t) = A(t)−B(t)R
†(t)B′(t)P (t),
D0(t) = −B(t)R
†(t)B′(t),[
∗ C′0(t)
]
= P (t)B(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
T0
−1(t),
[
∗ B0(t)
]
= B(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
T0
−1(t),[
∗ G0(t)
]
= T0(t)
−1,
and define
0 = P˙1(t) + P1(t)A0(t) +A
′
0(t)P1(t)
+P1(t)D0(t)P1(t), (24)
where the terminal value P1(T ) is to be determined.
4The solvability condition of the irregular LQ problem is
given below.
Lemma 1. In the case of (19), the control problem of
minimizing the cost function Jd(t0, x0;u) s.t. system (15) is
solvable if and only if there exists P1(t) of (24) with terminal
value P1(T ) such that
0 = C0(t) +B
′
0(t)P1(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (25)
and there exists u1(t) to achieve
P1(T )x(T ) = 0, (26)
where x(t) obeys
x˙(t) =
(
A0(t) +D0P1(t)
)
x(t) +B0u1(t), (27)
with initial value x(t0) = x0. In this case, the optimal
controller u(t) is given by
u(t) = −R†(t)B′(t)
(
P (t) + P1(t)
)
x(t)
+G0(t)u1(t).
and the optimal cost is given by
J∗T = x
′
0
(
P (t0) + P1(t0)
)
x0.
Proof. Please see [31] and [33] for details. 
IV. SOLUTION TO IRREGULAR PROBLEM (LQG)
Having given the results for irregular LQ in last section, we
are now in the position to study the irregular problem (LQG),
that is, (19) holds. Two steps are to be presented. The first step
is to derive the FBDEs by applying the maximum principle
with respect to the modified cost function (8). The second
step is to solve the FBDEs and obtain the optimal solution of
Problem (LQG).
First, we show that the solvability of Problem (LQG) is
equivalent to that of FBDEs by using the maximum principle.
Lemma 2. Problem (LQG) is solvable if and only if there
exists solution (xˆ(t), p(t), q(t), u(t)) satisfying the FBDEs
dxˆ(t) =
(
A(t)xˆ(t) +B(t)u(t)
)
dt+ L(t)dν(t), (28)
dp(t) = −[A′(t)p(t) +Q(t)xˆ(t)]dt+ q(t)dν(t), (29)
0 = R(t)u(t) +B′(t)p(t), (30)
with initial value x(t0) = x0 and terminal value p(T ) =
HE[x(T )].
Proof. “Sufficiency” Let µ(t) be an arbitrary control and
u(t) be the control satisfying (30). Denote xˆµ(t), Jˆ(t0, x0;µ)
and xˆ(t), Jˆ(t0, x0;u) the corresponding states and cost func-
tions with respect to µ(t) and u(t) respectively. It will be
shown that Jˆ(t0, x0;µ)− Jˆ(t0, x0;u) ≥ 0. In fact,
Jˆ(t0, x0;µ)− Jˆ(t0, x0;u)
= E
∫ T
t0
(
[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′Q(t)[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]
+[µ(t)− u(t)]′R(t)[µ(t)− u(t)]
)
dt+
(
E[xˆµ(T )]
−E[x(t)]
)′
H
(
E[xˆµ(T )]− E[xˆ(T )]
)
+2E
∫ T
t0
(
[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′Q(t)xˆ(t)
+[µ(t)− u(t)]′R(t)u(t)
)
dt+ 2
(
E[xˆµ(T )]
−E[xˆ(T )]
)′
HE[x(T )]
≥ 2E
∫ T
t0
(
[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′Q(t)xˆ(t)
+[µ(t)− u(t)]′R(t)u(t)
)
dt+ 2
(
E[xˆµ(T )]
−E[xˆ(T )]
)′
HE[xˆ(T )]. (31)
From (10), it yields that
dxˆµ(t) =
(
A(t)xˆµ(t) +B(t)µ(t)
)
dt+ L(t)dν(t),
dxˆ(t) =
(
A(t)xˆ(t) +B(t)u(t)
)
dt+ L(t)dν(t).
This gives that
d[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]
=
(
A(t)[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)] +B(t)[µ(t) − u(t)]
)
dt.
Combining with (29), one has
d
(
[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′p(t)
)
=
(
A(t)[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)] +B(t)[µ(t) − u(t)]
)′
p(t)dt
−[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′[A′(t)p(t) +Q(t)x(t)]dt
+[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′q(t)dw(t)
= −[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′Q(t)x(t)dt
+[µ(t)− u(t)]′B′(t)p(t)dt
+[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′q(t)dw(t).
By taking integral from t0 to T , it is further obtained that
E[xˆµ(T )− xˆ(T )]′HE[xˆ(T )]
= −E
∫ T
t0
(
[xˆµ(t)− xˆ(t)]′Q(t)xˆ(t)
+[µ(t)− u(t)]′B′(t)p(t)
)
dt.
By substituting the above equation into (31), we can rewrite
(31) as
Jˆ(t0, x0;µ)− Jˆ(t0, x0;u)
≥ 2E
∫ T
t0
(
[µ(t)− u(t)]′[R(t)u(t) +B′(t)p(t)]
)
dt
= 0,
5where the derivation of the last equality depends on (30). This
immediately gives the fact that u(t) defined by (30) is optimal.
“Necessity” The proof is similar to that in [27], we only
state the outline and omit the detailed derivations. The main
procedure is to study the variation of the cost function. To this
end, let u(t), δu(t) be the admissible controllers. Then v(t) =
u(t)+εδu(t) is also admissible for ε ∈ [0, 1]. Denote the cor-
responding states and cost functions be xˆv(t), J(t0, x0; v) and
xˆ(t), J(t0, x0;u) with respect to v(t) and u(t) respectively.
Let δxˆ(t) = xˆv(t)− xˆ(t) and δJ = J(t0, x0; v)−J(t0, x0;u),
it is obtained following [27] that
δJ = 2E
∫ T
t0
ε(δu(s))′
(
R(s)u(s) +B′(s)p(s)
)
ds+ o(ε),
where p(s) obeys the dynamic (29). This implies that the op-
timal controller satisfies (30). Thus, the solvability of FBDEs
(28)-(30) follows from the solvability of Problem (LQG). The
proof is now completed. 
Remark 1. From Lemma 2, it is seen that the terminal value
of p(t) satisfies that p(T ) = HE[x(T )] which is deterministic.
Combining this with (30), we obtain that u(T ) is constrained
to be F0-adapted. This is what makes Problem (LQG) solvable
in the framework of the modified cost function rather than the
classic cost function.
Next, we will discuss the explicitly optimal solution to
Problem (LQG). The key is the solving of FBDEs (30)-(29)
based on Lemma 2. Combining with the preliminaries in
Lemma 1, we give the result on the solvability of Problem
(LQG) as shown below.
Theorem 2. In the case of (19), Problem (LQG) is solvable
if and only if there exists P1(t) of (24) with terminal value
P1(T ) such that (25) holds and there exists u1(t) to achieve
P1(T )E[xˆ(T )] = 0, (32)
where xˆ(t) obeys
dxˆ(t) =
(
[A0(t) +D0P1(t)]xˆ(t) +B0u1(t)
)
dt
+L(t)dν(t), (33)
with initial value x(t0) = x0. In this case, the optimal solution
to Problem (LQG) is given by
u(t) =


−R†(t)B′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]xˆ(t)
+G0(t)u1(t), t < T ;
−R†(t)B′(t)HE[x(t)]
+[I −R†(t)R(t)]ξ, t = T ,
(34)
where ξ is an arbitrary vector with compatible dimension.
Proof. “Necessity” From Lemma 2, the solvability of Prob-
lem (LQG) implies that of FBDEs (28)-(30). Now we show
that the necessary condition can be obtained from the solv-
ability of FBDEs (28)-(30). We start from solving the FBDEs
(28)-(30). To this end, we define
Θ(t) = p(t)− P (t)xˆ(t), (35)
where P (t) satisfies (17) and the terminal value is given by
Θ(T ) = p(T )−HE[x(T )]. From p(T ) = HE[x(T )], we have
that Θ(T ) = 0. Assume that dΘ(t) = Θ1(t)dt + Θ¯(t)dν(t),
our next aim is to determine Θ1(t) and Θ¯(t).
By substituting (35) into (30), we have
0 = R(t)u(t) +B′(t)P (t)xˆ(t) +B′(t)Θ(t).
This gives that
u(t) = −R†(t)
(
B′(t)P (t)xˆ(t) +B′(t)Θ(t)
)
+
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
z(t), (36)
and
0 =
(
I −R(t)R†(t)
)(
B′(t)P (t)xˆ(t) +B′(t)Θ(t)
)
, (37)
where z(t) is an arbitrary vector with compatible dimension.
By taking Itoˆ’s formula to (35) and using (36), it follows
that
dp(t) = P˙ (t)xˆ(t)dt+ P (t)
[
A(t)xˆ(t)−B(t)R†(t)
(
B′(t)
×P (t)xˆ(t) +B′(t)Θ(t)
)
+B(t)
(
I −R†(t)
×R(t)
)
z(t)
]
dt+ P (t)L(t)dν(t) + Θ1(t)dt
+Θ¯(t)dν(t).
From (30), one has
dp(t) = −[A′(t)P (t)xˆ(t) +A′(t)Θ(t) +Q(t)xˆ(t)]dt
+q(t)dν(t).
Making comparison between the above two equations yields
that
0 = P˙ (t)xˆ(t) + P (t)
[
A(t)xˆ(t)−B(t)R†(t)
(
B′(t)
×P (t)xˆ(t) +B′(t)Θ(t)
)]
+A′(t)P (t)xˆ(t)
+A′(t)Θ(t) +Q(t)xˆ(t) + P (t)B(t)
(
I −R†(t)
×R(t)
)
z(t) + Θ1(t), (38)
q(t) = Θ¯(t) + P (t)L(t), (39)
By using the Riccati equation (17) of P (t), we can reformulate
(38) as
0 =
(
A′(t)− P (t)B(t)R†(t)B′(t)
)
Θ(t)
+P (t)B(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
z(t) + Θ1(t).
Recalling the denotations in Sections III, it is obtained from
the above equation that
−Θ1(t) = A
′
0(t)Θ(t) + C
′
0(t)u1(t).
This gives the dynamic of Θ(t) as
dΘ(t) = −
(
A′0(t)Θ(t) + C
′
0(t)u1(t)
)
dt+ Θ¯(t)dν(t). (40)
Together with (37) and (28), the solvability of FBDEs (28)-
(30) is equivalently to that there exists u1(t) such that
0 = C0(t)xˆ(t) +B
′
0(t)Θ(t),Θ(T ) = 0, (41)
6where Θ(t) satisfies (40) and xˆ(t) obeys the dynamic:
dxˆ(t) =
(
A0(t)xˆ(t) +D0(t)Θ(t) +B0(t)u1(t)
)
dt
+L(t)dν(t). (42)
Next, we will solve the FBDEs (40)-(42). By applying
similar procedures to [33], we have that there exists a ho-
mogeneous relationship between Θ(t) and xˆ(t) as
Θ(t) = P1(t)xˆ(t), (43)
where P1(t) satisfies (24) and the terminal value is given by
Θ(T ) = P1(T )E[xˆ(T )]. Since Θ(T ) = 0, then (32) follows
directly. In addition, based on (43) and (41), the condition (25)
holds.
“Sufficiency” Based on Lemma 2, it is sufficient to prove
that the FBDEs (28)-(30) are solvable. To do this, we firstly
verify that
p(t) = P (t)xˆ(t) + P1(t)xˆ(t), (44)
q(t) = [P (t) + P1(t)]L(t), (45)
where the terminal value is given by p(T ) = HE[xˆ(T )] and
xˆ(t) satisfies
dxˆ(t) =
[(
A(t)−B(t)R†(t)B′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]
)
xˆ(t)
+B(t)G0(t)u1(t)
)
dt+ L(t)dν(t),
is the solution to (29). By using Itoˆ’s formula to P (t)xˆ(t) +
P1(t)xˆ(t), it yields that
d[P (t)xˆ(t) + P1(t)xˆ(t)]
= [P˙ (t) + P˙1(t)]xˆ(t)dt + [P (t) + P1(t)]
(
A(t)
−B(t)R†(t)B′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]
)
xˆ(t)dt
+[P (t) + P1(t)]B(t)G0(t)u1(t)dt
+[P (t) + P1(t)]L(t)dν(t) (46)
=
(
−A′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]xˆ(t) −Q(t)xˆ(t)
)
dt
+[P (t) + P1(t)]L(t)dν(t).
Since ΥT0(t) is of full row rank, there exits a vector z(t) ∈
Rm such that ΥT0(t)z(t) = u1(t). This further gives that
[P (t) + P1(t)]B(t)G0(t)u1(t)
= [P (t) + P1(t)]B(t)G0(t)ΥT0(t)z(t)
= [P (t) + P1(t)]B(t)T
−1
0 (t)T0(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
z(t)
= [P (t) + P1(t)]B(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
T−10 (t)
×T0(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
z(t)
= [C′0(t) + P1(t)B0(t)]T0(t)
(
I −R†(t)R(t)
)
z(t)
= 0,
where we have used (25) in the derivation of the last equality.
Thus, (46) becomes
d[P (t)xˆ(t) + P1(t)xˆ(t)]
=
(
−A′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]xˆ(t)−Q(t)xˆ(t)
)
dt
+[P (t) + P1(t)]L(t)dν(t).
Together with (29), we have that (p(t), q(t)) defined by (44)
and (45) is the solution to (29).
Next we derive the optimal controller (34). By substituting
(44) into (30), it is obtained for t < T that
0 = R(t)u(t) +B′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]xˆ(t).
This gives that
u(t) = −R†(t)B′(t)[P (t) + P1(t)]xˆ(t)
+[I −R†(t)R(t)]z(t), t < T, (47)
where z(t) is an arbitrary vector with compatible dimension.
It is noted that
[I −R†(t)R(t)]z(t)
= T−10 (t)T0(t)[I −R
†(t)R(t)]z(t)
= G0(t)ΥT0(t)z(t).
Together with the fact that ΥT0(t) is of full row rank, there
exists a u1(t) such that [I − R
†(t)R(t)]z(t) = G0(t)u1(t).
Thus the case of t < T in (34) follows from (47). In addition,
in view of p(T ) = HE[x(T )] and (30), the case of t = T in
(34) is obtained. The proof is now completed. 
Remark 2. As is shown in Theorem 2, the explicitly optimal
controllers (34) at terminal time T should be deterministic.
This is the difference of this paper from the classic output
feedback control.
Finally we study the open-loop and closed-loop solvability
of Problem (LQG). The detailed results are given below.
Theorem 3. Problem (LQG) is open-loop solvable if and only
if there exists P1(t) of (24) such that (25) holds and
Range
[
P1(t0)
]
⊆ Range
(
G1[t0, T ]
)
, (48)
where the Gramian matrix G1[t0, T ] is defined by
G1[t0, T ] =
∫ T
t0
P2(t0, s)C
′
0(s)C0(s)P
′
2(t0, s)ds, (49)
while P2(t, s) satisfies P˙2(t, s) = −A
′
0(t)P2(t, s), P2(t, t) =
I. In this case, the open-loop solution can be given by (34)
while u1(t) is given by
u1(t) = C0(t)P
′
2(t0, t)G
†
1[t0, T ]P1(t0)x0. (50)
Proof. From Theorem 2, Problem (LQG) is solvable if and
only if there exists P1(t) of (24) such that (25) holds and there
exists u1(t) to achieve (32). Thus, it is equivalent to show that
the existence of u1(t) to achieve (32) if and only if (48) holds.
From the dynamic (33) and the open-loop property of u1(t),
it is obtained that
dE[xˆ(t)]
dt
= [A0(t) +D0P1(t)]E[xˆ(t)] +B0u1(t).
By applying the similar discussions to Theorem 3 in [33], the
result follows. The proof is now completed. 
We further consider the closed-loop solution.
Following [33], we make the following denotations
P1(t) =
[
P 111(t) P
1
12(t)
P 112
′
(t) P 122(t)
]
. Assume that P1(t)
7is singular, then there exists T1(t) such that
T ′1 (t)P1(t)T1(t) =
[
Pˆ (t) 0
0 0
]
, where Pˆ (t) is invertible.
Let T˙ ′1 (t)T1(t) =
[
T˜1(t)
T˜2(t)
]
, T ′1 (t)B0T1(t) =
[
B1(t)
B2(t)
]
and
T ′1 (t)
(
A0(t) +D0P1(t)
)
T1(t) =
[
Aˆ1(t)
Aˆ2(t)
]
.
Theorem 4. Assume that (25) holds and there exists K(t)
such that
T˜1(t) + Aˆ1(t) +B1(t)T
′
1 (t)K(t)T1(t) =
[
I
t−T
0
]
, (51)
then Problem (LQG) is closed-loop solvable. In this case, the
closed-loop solution is given by (34) where u1(t) = K(t)x(t),
where K(t) satisfies that (51).
Proof. Denote
y(t) = T ′1 (t)E[xˆ(t)] =
[
y1(t)
y2(t)
]
. (52)
By using (33) and the feedback control u1(t) = K(t)xˆ(t), we
have the dynamic
y˙(t) =
[
T˜1(t) + Aˆ1(t) +B1(t)T
′
1 (t)K(t)T1(t)
T˜2(t) + Aˆ2(t) +B2(t)T
′
1 (t)K(t)T1(t)
]
y(t).
Then by applying similar procedures to Theorem 4 in [33],
the result follows. The proof is now completed. 
Remark 3. Based on Theorem 1, the optimal solution of
Problem (Output Feedback LQ) is the same as that of Prob-
lem (LQG). Thus, the optimal solution of Problem (Output
Feedback LQ) can be given as those in Theorem 2, 3 and 4.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the irregular output feedback LQ
control problem. By introducing a modified cost function, the
separation principle was shown to be hold and the explicitly
optimal controller was given in the feedback form of the
Kalman filtering. In particular, the feedback gain has been
calculated by two Riccati equations independently of the
Kalman filtering. It is emphasized that the optimal controller
at the terminal time is required to be deterministic.
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